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> They also add that any dough can be divided
by a volumetrie divider, trom very soft ones and
high water content doughs, all the way to dry
rusk doughs. Choosing the suitable dividing
principle also has a lot to do with the complete
process of the line, end product and capacily,
Benier says. An Xtrueder has a very high
capacity of 15.000 pieces per hour, for example.
A volumetrie divider, on the other hand, is able to
divide dry dough as rusk. or very high water
content doughs.

CHALLENGES

Benier, KAAK Group

Each part of the baking processed has ris
challenges, so why would the dividing be
different? Gleaning and maintenance are the
most important aspects to guarantee an efficient
dough divider throughout the years, Benier says.
"Gleaning the divider daily is absolutely
important as the dough can stick to all nooks
and crannies in a machine. lf this is not deaned
proper1y, contamination of the product is a tact.
Moreover, your divider could also damage as
dough could get stuck inside springs, engines or
bearings if not cleaned correctly," 1hey add.
Furtherrnore, maintenance should be done
regularly, to prevent production stops due to
machine malfunctions. k. with any machine
used in a production line, a divider can also
experience breakdowns. Possible causes
indude darnage to the mechanism, odd objects
in the hopper or any other problem you may
face during production, the expert warns.
"Maintenance helps to prevent these types of
problems and having spare parts on stock in
the bakery is therefore always recommended,"
they also add. In order to help maintenance
with their wolk, Benier has created BSW, a
portal where bakeries can log in and find any
spare part they may need for their production
line and can order directly.
Benier uses stainless steel for ris dividers, but
inside the machine, !here are different types of
steel, such as ni-resist iron or food-save bronze.
Benier developed a synthetic main piston,
meaning that instead of a very heavy main
piston, a synthetic piston is lighter and easier to

Anydough can be divided bya
volumetrie divider, from verysoft
ones and high water content doughs,
all the wayto dry rusk doughs.
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handle and clean. Tuis helps operators to
disassemble the machine tor cleaning. Quality
wise, the synthetic main piston is just as good as
the standard Ni-resist one. Benier dividers all
have a mechanism inside with a backslide,
measuring pistons and a knife.All these moving
parts are exposed to wear and tear. When these
parts are wom out, loss of dough will increase.
To avoid this, the manufacturers have to regular
check of the machine and replace worn parts.
Malfunctions are possible in every machine,
including dividers. Some can be caused by not
having enough dough inside the hopper. lfthis
happens, the knife cannot create a vacuum
inside and big weight differences are the resutt.
"To avoid this, we recommend to always having
1/3 of the hopper filled with dough. This is
enough to have pressure on the knife and create
sufficient vacuum to fill the measuring pistons,"
the Bemier specialist highlight
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